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CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Thesis organization 
The following thesis consists of four chapters. In the introduction, I provide general life 
history information on the painted turtle (Chrysemys pitta) and review basic reptilian and 
turtle development, with emphasis given to the influence of the developmental environment 
on neonatal phenotype. The second chapter is a manuscript that explores the underlying 
mechanism of hatching synchrony and its phenotypic effects to be submitted to Oikos. 1~he 
third chapter is a manuscript that assesses the fitness implications of synchronous hatching to 
be submitted to the Journal of Herpetology. The second and third chapters are co-authored 
by Ricky-John Spencer and Fredric J. Janzen, both of whom were involved in the design and 
implementation of the studies, analysis of the resulting data, and editing of the final 
manuscripts. I served as the primary technician, analyst, and author researches. In the last 
chapter, I discuss the overall results from these two studies and future research directions. 
Study species 
Chrysemys pitta is a member of the Emydidae, a family of aquatic, semi-aquatic, and 
terrestrial turtles distributed primarily throughout North America. Painted turtles are one of 
the most common and widespread turtles in North America, ranging from coast to coast in 
the northern United States and southern Canada, and continuously from the southern Great 
Plains to the mid-Atlantic (Stebbins 1985, Conant and Collins 1991). Chrysemys pitta 
primarily inhabits shallow aquatic environments and is omnivorous, but, like other 
freshwater turtles, shifts from primarily carnivory in early life to herbivory at maturity (Clark 
and Gibbons 1969, Wilbur 1975). Ernst and Barbour (1989) recognize four distinct 
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subspecies of painted turtle: the eastern (C. pitta pitta; Schneider, 1783), midland (C. pitta 
marginata; Agassiz, 1857), southern (C. pitta dorsalis; Agassiz, 1857), and western (C. pitta 
bellii; Gray, 1831), the latter being the subspecies of concern in this study. However, recent 
molecular work suggests that there are only two species within Chrysemys: C. dorsalis from 
the southern range and C. pitta from the rest of the range (Starkey et a1. 2003), in which case 
C. pitta is the species of concern in this study. 
Painted turtles are long-lived (30+ years) and exhibit indeterminate growth, however 
growth slows considerably upon reaching maturity (Congdon et al. 2003). Adults are 
sexually dimorphic in size (females being larger) as well as front toenail length (longer in 
males) and position of the cloaca on the tail (nearer the tail midpoint in males). Females 
attain larger sizes through extension of the juvenile period of rapid growth and may also 
maintain higher growth rates than males of the same age (Zweifel 1989, St. Clair et al. 1994, 
Janzen and Morjan 2002). There is considerable geographic variation in growth rates and 
age at maturity, as well as in other important life history characteristics. Mitchell (1988) 
reported sexually mature males at age 4 and females at age 8 in a Virginia population, and in 
an Illinois population the ages at maturity can be as young as 3 and 5, respectively (Janzen 
unpubl.). In a population on Beaver Island in northern Lake Michigan, most females did not 
reach sexual maturity until age 12 (Rowe et al. 2003). 
Mean clutch size varies among populations from about 4-10 eggs (Powell 1967, Tinkle et 
al. 1981, Mitchell et al. 1988, Janzen, unpubl.), and published estimates of annual 
reproductive rates (percent of mature females nesting) range from 50-97% (Tinkle et al. 
1981, Congdon et al., 2003). Females can lay up to three clutches per nesting season 
(approximately late-May to mid-July, depending on latitude), but in many populations, a 
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single clutch may be the norm (Snow 1980, Tinkle et al. 1981, Mitchell 1988, Rowe et al. 
2003). Eggs are deposited in shallow terrestrial nests (ca. 9 cm at our study site; Morjan 
2003) within which vertical temperature differentials during embryonic development may 
span as much as 8°C at a given time (FJJ unpubl. data) likely resulting in developmental 
asynchrony among clutch-mates. In general, maternal body size is positively correlated with 
egg and hatchling sizes (Lindeman 1991, Rowe 1995). Following hatching, most neonates 
remain in the nest throughout the winter and emerge the following spring (Gibbons and 
Nelson 1978, Weisrock and Janzen 1999). 
Survivorship of new cohorts most closely follows a Type III survivorship curve with high 
mortality through the first few years of life followed by low mortality nearing maturity 
(Frazer et al. 1991, Iverson 1991 a). Survival estimates from all known age-specific studies 
of C. pitta are reported in Table 1. Many of these estimates do not correspond to Type III 
survivorship, but one should exercise caution in their interpretation. None of these studies 
addressed heterogeneity in recapture probabilities, which most likely existed between sexes, 
ages, and according to time of sampling. Recapture probabilities, when reported, were also 
low. In addition, no studies reported associated estimates of variance. As a result, the 
accuracy of these estimates is uncertain. 
Table 1: Chrysemys pitta annual survivorship data. Studies using the same population share a numbered 
superscript after location. Under cohort, year 0 corresponds to time of oviposition, and 0-1 reflects nest survival 
until hatchling emergence. Similarly, year 1 corresponds to the start of the first year in the water. Some studies 
report only adult or juvenile survival probabilities with no age information. 
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Location Cohort Annualized Survivorship Source 
S.W. Michigan' 0-1 0.02 Gibbons, 1968 
Juveniles ca. 1.0 
S.E. Michigan2 0-1 0.19 Wilbur, 1975 
1-30+ 0.76 
S.E. Michigan2 0-1 0.67 Tinkle et al., 1981 
N. Michigan Nest Predation 0.59 Snow, 1983 
S.E. Michigan2 0-1 0.26 Congdon et al., 1983 
Virginia 0-1 0.16-0.22 Mitchell, 1988 
Juvenile Females 0.46 
Adult Females 0.94-0.96 
New York 1-3 0.90-0.96 Zweifel, 1989 
Adult Males 0.54-0.98 
Adult Females 0.86-1.0 
S.W. Michigan' 1-5 0.21-0.51 Frazer et al., 1991 
Adult Males 0.64-0.83 
Adult Females 0.29-0.50 
Nest-site selection has been the subject of extensive research as nest location has profound 
effects on both hatchling sex ratios and fitness (e.g. Roosenburg 1996, Wilson 1998, 
Weisrock and Janzen 1999, Janzen and Morjan 2001). Painted turtles exhibit Pattern Ia TSD, 
in which males are produced at cooler temperatures (typically < 28.5 C) and females at 
warmer temperatures (Ewen and Nelson 1991). The temperature-sensitive period for sex 
determination occurs during the middle one-third of incubation, approximately one month 
following ovipostion (Bull and Vogt, 1981, Weisrock and Janzen 1999). Ambient air 
temperature during this interval is therefore a primary determinant of offspring sex, however, 
nest location may largely dictate the precise thermal environment of the nest. Janzen (1994) 
found that the amount of vegetational cover to the south and west of a given nest was a good 
predictor of sex ratios for C. pitta. In this study, nests receiving less insolation produced 
primarily males while exposed nests produced more females, given that air temperatures 
during the temperature-sensitive period were not abnormally cool. Weisrock and Janzen 
(1999) later assessed nest temperatures with respect to vegetational cover directly, employing 
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temperature loggers throughout the sex-determining period as well as in the winter, when 
neonates were still in hibernation. Their results confirmed the link between vegetational 
cover and July nest temperatures, and identified a negative correlation between vegetational 
cover and winter nest temperatures as well. 
Maternal nest site selection may also influence embryo survival and hatchling fitness, 
mediated through nest temperatures and water availability (discussed further below). 
Laboratory experiments have shown that eggs incubated under cool, moist conditions have 
higher survivorship and produce larger hatchlings than those incubated under warm, dry 
conditions (Gutzke et al. 1987, Packard and Packard 1988). Further evidence from natural 
nests indicates that water availability may be even more important than temperature for 
embryo survival and hatchling size (Cagle et al. 1993). Survival-related behavioral and 
performance traits have also been shown to be affected by incubation environment. Janzen 
(1995) found that incubation temperature influenced swimming speed and propensity to run 
in snapping turtle (Chelydra serpentina) hatchlings, which, in turn, affected first year 
survivorship. 
The potential for females to manipulate sex ratios and offspring fitness based on nest-site 
choice have lead many researchers to question why TSD arose (reviewed in Ewert and 
Nelson 1991, Janzen and Paukstis 1991, Shine 1999). Some explanations for the persistence 
of TSD include inbreeding avoidance and phylogenetic inertia (Ewert and Nelson, 1991), but 
neither hypothesis has received much support (Burke, 1993). Other studies have looked for 
an adaptive explanation relying on differential fitness (Janzen 1995, Roosenburg 1996, 
Freedberg et al. 2004), following the framework originally put forth by Charnov and Bull 
(1977). While differential fitness models have had success in other taxa (e.g. Conover and 
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Kynard 1981, Conover 1984), TSD in the painted turtle, and for reptiles in general, remains 
unclear. 
Reptilian incubation and development 
Much of the general information on reptilian incubation and development that follows is 
drawn from Deeming and Ferguson (1991). Most reptiles are oviparous, with notable 
exceptions among Squamates. Egg clutches are ovulated simultaneously and typically laid in 
subterranean nests, generally receiving no parental care during or after incubation. 
Development can generally be divided into four stages: neurulation, organogenesis, early 
growth, and late growth. The first three stages collectively span approximately the first one-
half of incubation, during which time embryonic differentiation and the formation of the 
extra-embryonic membranes (amnion, chorion, yolk sac, and allantois) are completed. 
During the late growth interval, the primary events are the maturation of organ systems and 
an increase in embryo mass. Developmental rate increases with increasing temperature 
within the viable temperature range (ca. 17°C - 40°C in reptiles, Birchard 2004; ca. 21 °C - 
32°C in C. picta; F. Janzen, unpubl. data), but not linearly; evidence suggests that 
developmental rate is particularly sensitive during the initial stages of growth, but that the 
late growth interval is independent of temperature (Yntema 1968, Birchard and Reiber 1995, 
Andrews 2004). Metabolism generally slows during the last stages of development, 
producing a peaked pattern in rates of oxygen consumption (Peterson and Kruegl 2005). 
This result has been interpreted as a "resting stage" that aids synchronization of hatching and 
group formation (Thompson 1989). 
Developmental environment and the phenotype 
The hydric and thermal environments during development have profound effects on 
hatchling phenotypes. Reptilian eggs may be flexible or rigid-shelled, and these structural 
differences result in differential permeability to water and gases (Packard and DeMarco 
1991). The flexible-shelled egg of painted turtles makes them particularly sensitive to 
changes in substrate water potential, and eggs may gain or lose mass depending on substrate 
moisture content (Gutzke et al. 1987). Experimental manipulations of substrate water 
potentials have documented numerous physiological and phenotypic effects, including 
altered incubation periods and differential hatchling sizes. 
Wet substrates have been shown to lengthen incubation periods in C. pitta (Packard et al. 
1981, Gutzke et al. 1987). In addition, hatchlings reared on wet substrates have smaller yolk 
reserves at hatching than those from dry substrates. Reduction of residual yolk may result 
partially from longer incubation periods, but also because embryos from wet conditions 
mobilize protein and lipid at a faster rate (Packard and Packard 1986, Gutzke et al. 1987). 
Decreased yolk reserves may be ecologically important for painted turtles that do not emerge 
from the nest to begin feeding for several months as energy requirements for maintenance are 
less likely to be met. 
Wet substrates also produce larger hatchlings (Packard et al. 1981, Gutzke et al. 1987). 
Although the effects of neonatal body size are somewhat contentious (discussed in Ch. 3), 
there is general acceptance of a "bigger is better" effect during at least one early life stage, 
the terrestrial migration from nests to water. Larger hatchlings may be better able to navigate 
the terrestrial environment, thus reducing travel times and limiting exposure to terrestrial 
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predators (Janzen et a1. 2000a, b). In addition, larger hatchlings may be released from 
predation pressure from small, gape-limited avian predators (Janzen et al. 2000b). 
Temperature effects on development are equally profound. Incubation temperatures not 
only affect offspring sex and developmental rates, as alluded to earlier, but also performance. 
Freedberg et al. (2001, 2004) found that Ouachita map turtle (Graptemys ouachitensis) and 
red-eared slider (Trachemys scripta elegans) hatchlings from eggs incubated at cooler 
temperatures took longer to right themselves when placed on their carapace than those from 
eggs incubated at warmer temperatures, whereas Janzen (1993) observed that running and 
swimming speeds were faster as embryonic incubation temperature increased in smooth 
softshell turtles (Apalone mutica). 
In addition to the absolute temperature effects noted above, variance in temperature can 
also influence performance (Mullins and Janzen 2006). Ashmore and Janzen (2003) found 
constant temperatures improved righting ability compared to fluctuating temperature 
treatments in smooth softshell turtles, whereas Doody (1999) observed that hatchlings 
incubated under fluctuating temperature regimes had higher endurance for spiny softshells 
(Apalone spinifera). Although these temperature effects are often inconsistent in terms of 
their direction, they appear to be consistently important to neonatal performance. Such 
temperature-induced variation clearly impacts how neonatal turtles are able to cope with their 
environment (e.g. acquiring resources and avoiding predators) and thus their long-term 
fitness, highlighting the importance of incubation temperature during development. 
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CHAPER 2. HATCH OR WAIT II: ANOTHER DILEMMA IN REPTILIAN 
INCUBATION 
A paper to be submitted to Oikos 
Paul L. Colbert, Ricky-John Spencer, and Fredric J. Janzen 
P.L. Colbert, R. -J. Spencer, and F.J. Janzen, Department of Ecology, Evolution, and 
Organismal Biology, Iowa State University, 253 Bessey, Ames, Iowa 50011 USA 
(pcolbertC iastate. edu). 
R. -J. Spencer, CRC for invasive Animals, University of Canberra, 3D1 ACT 2601 Australia. 
Abstract 
Synchrony in the timing of births is thought to have evolved as a general predator avoidance strategy. In turtles, 
synchronous hatching promotes synchronous emergence from the nest and may limit predation by swamping 
and confusing predators or simply dilute the per capita risk of predation. However, synchronization of hatching 
in natural nests is complicated by the occurrence of thermal gradients, which heavily influence developmental 
rate. We examined the potential for hatching synchrony in Chrysemys pitta, a species in which the drive to 
hatch synchronously should be absent because neonates remain in the nest throughout the winter. We also 
assessed the mechanism by which synchrony occurs and explored potential trade-offs between synchronous 
hatching and individual fitness. Although hatching synchrony did not occur, underdeveloped embryos 
apparently attempted to catch-up to more advanced sibs via a mechanism consistent with shortening the 
incubation period. In addition, atrade-off between hatching synchronously and neuromuscular development 
and performance was evident. A potential adaptive explanation for hatching early in this species may be to 
secure optimal over-wintering locations within the nest, rather than to avoid predation. Alternatively, 
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performance costs may not be realized in nature and the occurrence of synchronous hatching in C. pitta may be 
a result of phylogenetic inertia. 
Introduction 
Synchrony in the timing of births has evolved in many species (O'Donoghue and Boutin 
1995). Such synchrony is of particular interest in oviparous species because of its apparent 
improbability. Many factors promote intra-clutch variation in incubation period, including 
differences in egg size or developmental stage at ovulation, order of ovulation, and disparate 
thermal microenvironments of eggs (Andrews 2004). In spite of the many potential sources 
of developmental asynchrony, synchronous hatching andlor alteration of incubation periods 
are known from a variety of oviparous taxa, including invertebrates (Frechette and Coderre 
2000), fishes (Bradbury et al. 2005), amphibians (Sih and Moore 1993, Warkentin 1995, 
2000), crocodilians (Ferguson 1985), squamates (Vitt 1991), turtles (Doody et al. 2001, 
Spencer et al. 2001), and birds (Lack 1968, Vince 1969, Davies and Cooke 1983, Persson 
and Andersson 1999). 
Why, then, does hatching synchrony occur? Although the organisms that exhibit 
plasticity in developmental periods are diverse, the proposed impetus is often the same: 
predator avoidance. In amphibians, shortened developmental periods and synchronous 
hatching have been observed during predation on egg masses by cat-eyed snakes (Leptodeira 
septentrionalis, Warkentin 1995) and social wasps (Polybia rejecta, Warkentin 2000). In 
addition, the perceived predation risk to neonates following hatching may induce amphibian 
embryos to prolong development and hatch late (Sih and Moore 1993, but see Anderson and 
Petranka 2003). For most other taxa, group formation as a means of predator avoidance has 
been proposed to promote hatching synchrony (Lack 1968, Clark and Wilson 1981). For 
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chelonians in particular, synchronous hatching allows synchronous emergence and migration 
of neonates from nests to water. This behavior facilitates physical escape from the nest (Carr 
and Hirth 1961, Spencer et al. 2001) and may aid predator avoidance via swamping or 
through the per capita dilution of predation risk (Arnold and VVassersug 1978, Dehn 1990). 
Turtle species that postpone emergence from the nest can form groups by virtue of their 
prolonged habitation of the nest and therefore, according to theory, should not exhibit 
hatching synchrony (e.g., Andrews 2004, Peterson and Kruegl 2005). 
Turtles ovulate egg clutches simultaneously, and embryonic development is arrested 
within the oviducts at the gastrula stage until oviposition (Ewert 1985). However, because 
eggs are generally deposited in several layers within a nest, environmental gradients alter 
developmental rates (Maloney et al. 1990, Gyuris 1993, Thompson 1997). Specifically, eggs 
near the top of a nest experience warmer temperatures (up to 6°C warmer in nests of the 
Murray River turtle, Emydura macquarii), which results in an increased developmental rate 
and shortened incubation period relative to eggs near the bottom of the chamber (Thompson 
1988, 1989, Booth and Thompson 1991). 
How, then, does hatching synchrony occur? To investigate this question, Spencer et al. 
(2001) induced developmental asynchrony among clutch-mates in an Australian freshwater 
turtle (the Murray River turtle, E. macquarii; Chelidae) and monitored incubation periods. 
Synchronous hatching occurred because less developed embryos hatched earlier (termed the 
"catch-up hypothesis") than expected when incubated with more developed sibs. This 
outcome makes sense in the light of predator avoidance as E. macquarii emerges from the 
nest immediately following hatching, thus the possibility for a survival advantage to 
synchronous hatching exists. However, if predator avoidance truly drives the evolution of 
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synchronous hatching in turtles, then we would not expect to observe this phenomenon in 
species whose offspring do not emerge from the nest shortly after hatching. That is, if 
neonates can emerge as a group without hatching synchronously and still reap its purported 
benefits, then there is no reason to expect this phenomenon. The presence of synchronous 
hatching in such species may rule out predator avoidance as the general motive behind the 
origin of synchronous hatching in turtles. To test this hypothesis, we evaluated hatching 
synchrony in the painted turtle (Chrysemys pitta; Emydidae), a freshwater species that is 
unusual in that neonates remain in the nest over winter and emerge the following spring 
(approximately seven months after hatching; Gibbons and Nelson 1978, Weisrock and 
Janzen 1999). 
In addition, we investigated the specific mechanism by which embryonic catch-up of less 
advanced embryos might occur, whether through accelerated developmental rates or 
shortened incubation periods. Acceleration of developmental rate implies that embryos hatch 
fully developed, whereas a shortened incubation period assumes that the last stages of 
development are cut short. Consequently, while both mechanisms could result in 
synchronous hatching of less developed and more developed sibs, these alternate pathways 
would likely result in substantially different offspring phenotypes. Indeed, the last stages of 
development in precocial birds, characterized by a falling off in the rate of oxygen 
consumption, are thought to be associated with maturation of the neuromuscular system 
(Vleck et al. 1979, Ricklefs and Stark 1998, V1eck and Bucher 1998). If this period were cut 
short, one could reasonably expect performance related costs to be evident. Similarly, C. 
pitta has also been found to exhibit a "resting stage" prior to hatching which may serve an 
analogous developmental function (Peterson and Kruegl 2005). Therefore, we assessed 
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performance of neonates from incubation manipulations to inform of the mechanism behind 
early hatching of less advanced embryos. 
Methods 
Study species and field site 
The painted turtle is one of the most common and widespread turtles in North America. The 
species ranges from coast to coast in the northern United States and southern Canada, and is 
found continuously from the southern Great Plains to the mid-Atlantic seaboard and into 
parts of the South (Stebbins, 1985; Conant and Collins, 1991). Chrysemys picta inhabits 
aquatic, freshwater environments and deposits approximately 6-20 eggs (ca. 10 in our study 
population; Morjan 2003) in relatively shallow terrestrial nests (ca. 9 cm at our study site; 
Morjan 2003). Temperature differentials between the top and bottom of natural nests may be 
as much as 8°C in July (F. Janzen, unpublished data), thus developmental asynchrony ire the 
field is likely the norm. 
Eggs were obtained from natural, newly constructed nests (< 1 day old) at the Thomson 
Causeway, Thomson, Illinois, USA (41.958 N, 90.099 W). From 27 May through 1 June 
2004, eggs from 16 nests were collected, labeled according to clutch and egg number using a 
blunt HB pencil, and placed in moist vermiculite for transport to the laboratory at Iowa State 
University. 
Incubation methods 
To evaluate hatching synchrony, we followed the general protocol of Spencer et al. (2001). 
Specifically, we induced developmental asynchrony among clutch-mates and then reunited 
eggs at a common incubation temperature and monitored their hatching times (Fig. 1). 
Ninety-six eggs were used in two experimental and two control groups that contained four 
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clutches each. Experimental treatments were designed to determine how synchronous 
hatching occurred, whether by less developed eggs hatching early (the "catch-up" 
hypothesis) or by more developed eggs hatching late (the "wait" hypothesis). 
The catch-up hypothesis was tested by randomly selecting six eggs from four random 
clutches. Each set of six eggs was then evenly divided into two clear plastic containers (20 
cm x 10 cm x 5 cm). To establish developmental asynchrony, half-clutches were incubated 
at either 26°C or 30°C for 11 days. After this period, eggs held at 30°C were removed from 
their containers (30°C moved: 30M) and placed next to their clutch-mates held at 26°C (26°C 
not moved: 26NM). Incubation was then carried out at 26°C until hatching (Fig. 1). The 
control group for this test was treated the same as the experimental group, but the half-
clutches were held at the same temperature (26°C) for the first 11 days of incubation (26°C 
control moved: 26CM, and 26°C control not moved: 26CNM). Clutches were then reunited 
and incubation resumed at 26°C until hatching. To determine hatching times, eggs were 
visually inspected for signs of pipping (the initial breaking of the egg shell by the caruncle) at 
least three times daily beginning at day 40 of the incubation period. Incubation period was 
measured as the amount of time (days) from initial egg collection until pipping. A 
comparison of the incubation periods of less advanced embryos from the experimental 
treatment to those of the controls tested whether less advanced embryos hatched early, either 
through altering their developmental rate or hatching prematurely (26NM vs. 26CNM). 
A similar methodology was used to evaluate the wait hypothesis. However, after 
developmental asynchrony was established, eggs held at 26°C were reunited (26°C moved: 
26M) with their clutch-mates held at 30°C (30°C not moved: 30NM) and incubation 
continued at 30°C until hatching. The control group was also divided into half-clutches for 
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the first 11 days of incubation, but held at 30°C (30°C control moved: 30CM, and 30°C 
control not moved: 30CNM). Control clutches were then reunited and incubation resumed at 
30°C until hatching (Fig. 1). In this case, comparison of the incubation periods of the more 
advanced embryos from the experimental treatment to those of the controls tested whether 
more advanced embryos postponed hatching in the presence of less advanced sibs (30NM vs. 
30CNM). Throughout incubation, all egg boxes were re-hydrated weekly to maintain a water 
potential of -150 kPa in the vermiculite substrate as well as rotated clockwise among shelves 
and turned 180° within environmental chambers twice weekly to counteract possible thermal 
gradients . 
Performance trials 
Righting trials were performed to assess whether a developmental cost was associated with 
the alteration of incubation periods thereby shedding light on the mechanism by which 
synchrony was achieved. Righting ability requires balance and coordination, which may be 
adversely affected by shortening development time. In addition, righting trials are a good 
indicator due to their possible ecological importance in turtles; hatchlings that are unable to 
right themselves during the terrestrial migration to water may be more susceptible to avian 
predation (Burger 1976, Freedberg et al. 2001, Steyermark and Spotila 2001, Ashmore and 
Janzen 2003). 
Righting trials were performed on neonates within 12 hours of hatching. Following 
temperature acclimation at 22°C for 10-15 minutes, hatchlings were placed on their carapace 
and we recorded the length of time required for an individual to right itself (i.e. flip over}. If 
no movement occurred within 90 seconds, the trial was terminated and that individual was 
excluded from analysis. Neonates were then placed in plastic cups and hibernated in the 
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laboratory at 5°C until the following spring. Environmental temperatures were slowly 
brought up to 18°C during the second week of April 2005. Hatchlings were maintained at 
22°C for 48 hours before righting trials were again performed. 
Analytical methods 
Three factors could affect hatching times in this experimental design: initial incubation 
temperature (26°C or 30°C), movement of eggs (i.e., whether an egg was left in a container 
or placed into a different container after the first 11 days of incubation}, and developmental 
stage of neighboring eggs (i.e., different in developmental stage as in experimental groups or 
the same developmental stage as in control groups). An analysis of variance model was used 
to evaluate the influence of these factors and their interactions on incubation period. 
Response variables in each experiment were then analyzed using independent t-tests to 
determine whether synchrony occurred and by what mechanism (catching-up or waiting). 
We examined the impacts of initial incubation temperature, movement of eggs, 
developmental stage of neighboring eggs, and their interactions on righting ability of 
neonates after hatching and in the spring using analysis of variance models. Response 
variables in the fall and spring were also analyzed using t-tests to determine if the method of 
achieving synchrony was consistent with altering developmental rates (no performance cost 
predicted) or incubation periods (reduced performance expected). In spring righting time 
analyses, we include data from eight additional clutches to compensate for sample size 
reductions due to post-hatching mortality and non-performing individuals. The additional 
eight clutches were half of a replication of the synchrony experiment, the other half of which 
was lost due to incubator failure. Although incubation periods and fall righting times were 
not recorded for these individuals from the failed experiment, all 24 clutches were treated in 
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an identical manner and are therefore included, although sample sizes are unequal among 
treatments. 
In addition to analyzing righting times of performers, we also assessed reductions in 
neuromuscular function by examining the treatment-specific likelihood of performance using 
x 2 tests. A full (i.e. eight parameters) contingency table was used to first determine whether 
heterogeneity in the likelihood of performance based on treatment existed, followed by 
several two parameter contrasts to ascertain the developmental mechanism underlying 
synchronous hatching. For all evaluations of hatching synchrony and righting ability, the 
specific contrasts performed are presented alongside their results. All analyses were 
performed using JMP 5.1.2 (SAS Institute 2004). 
A potential complication in analysis of righting times was sex. Chrysemys picta exhibits 
temperature-dependent sex determination in which males are produced at cooler temperatures 
(typically < 28.5 °C) and females at warmer temperatures (Ewert and Nelson 1991, Janzen 
and Paukstis 1991). Temperatures used in this study would confound comparisons of 
righting times with the addition of sexual differences. However, the temperature switches 
employed to establish developmental asynchrony were performed before the temperature 
sensitive period of sex determination (the middle-third of incubation; Bull and Vogt 1981, 
Janzen and Paukstis 1991). Consequently, eggs initially incubated at 30°C and moved to 
26°C (30M) produced all males, as did eggs that remained at 26°C for the entire incubation 
period and to which they are compared (26NM, 26CNM, and 26CM). Similarly, eggs 
initially incubated at 26°C and moved to 30°C (26M) produced all females, as did the eggs 
that produced the hatchlings to which they are compared (30NM, 30CNM, and 30CM). 
Hence, no between-sex comparisons are made in this study. 
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Results 
Incubation period and survival 
Incubation periods ranged from 48-62 days, depending on treatment (Fig. 2a,b). Treatment-
specific incubation periods followed the expected pattern as eggs held at 30°C for the entire 
period hatched first (30CM, 30NM, and 30CNM, respectively), eggs held at 26°C hatched 
last (26NM, 26CM, and 26CNM, respectively), and temperature-switched eggs had 
intermediate incubation periods (26M and 30M, respectively). Hatching success of eggs 
among treatments ranged from 83.3-100%, and winter survival of neonates from 66.7-100% 
(Table 1). As treatment-specific effects on hatching success and survival of neonates are the 
subject of a forthcoming manuscript, and because they do not affect the conclusions of this 
study, they are not considered further here. 
Hatching synchrony 
Initial incubation temperature, treatment group, and most interaction terms had a significant 
effect on incubation period (Table 2). However, movement per se of eggs did not impact 
incubation period (Table 2). To test for synchrony and its causes, we compared incubation 
periods between specific treatment groups. Specifically, we tested the hypotheses that the 
mean incubation periods of eggs in the catch-up and wait experimental groups were not 
significantly different: 
Ho: 30M = 26NM (Fig. 2a) 
Ho: 26M = 30NM (Fig. 2b) 
t-tests showed that hatching did not occur synchronously in either treatment (t22 = 12.1, p < 
0.001 and t21= 2.6, p < 0.009, respectively). Less advanced embryos from the catch-up 
treatment required about four days longer to pip than their more advanced sibs (Fig. 2a) and 
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more advanced embryos from the wait treatment pipped about two days earlier than their less 
advanced sibs (Fig. 2b). Nevertheless, incubation periods of eggs in the catch-up treatment 
support the hypothesis that acatch-up mechanism was in operation: 
Ha: 26NM < 26CNM (Fig. la) 
Eggs incubated at 26°C with advanced sibs next to them (26NM) hatched up to 6 days earlier 
than eggs kept at 26°C with sibs of the same developmental stage next to them (26CNM; t21
= 6.4, p < 0.001). Contrarily, no support was found for the wait hypothesis. Incubation 
periods of eggs held at 30°C with less advanced sibs (30NM) did not differ from eggs held at 
30°C with sibs of the same development stage (30CNM; t22 = 0.5, p = 0.3), indicating that 
incubation is not prolonged in the presence of less developed eggs. 
Developmental Costs 
Initial incubation temperature, treatment group, their interaction, and the interaction between 
temperature, treatment, and movement had significant effects on righting ability of neonates 
following hatching (Table 3a). However, neither movement of eggs nor its interaction with 
initial incubation temperature or treatment significantly impacted righting ability (Table 3a). 
To test the underlying mechanism of shortening incubation periods, we investigated whether 
a developmental cost (i.e., long righting times) was apparent in groups known (26NM) or 
thought (26M) to have hatched early. Specifically, we tested the hypotheses that the mean 
righting times of neonates with shortened incubation periods were not significantly different 
from their sibs and/or corresponding controls: 
Ho: 26NM = 26CNM, 30M (Fig. 3a) 
Ho: 26M = 30NM (Fig. 3b) 
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t-tests showed that turtles incubated at 26°C with advanced sibs next to them (26NM) took 
significantly longer than their more advanced sibs (30M; t14 = 5.2, p < 0.001) and controls 
(26CNM; t16 = 4.5, p < 0.001) to right themselves (ca. 36 sec vs. 11-14 sec; Fig. 3a). 
Similarly, turtles initially incubated at 26°C and placed next to more advanced sibs at 30°C 
(26M) took significantly longer than their sibs (30NM) to right themselves (ca. 25 sec vs. 8 
sec; t» = 3.9, p < 0.001; Fig. 3b). This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that 
shortened incubation periods were achieved by hatching prematurely rather than accelerating 
developmental rates. In addition, the long righting times of less advanced sibs in the wait 
treatment are evidence that these individuals also hatched prematurely in the presence of 
more advanced sibs (Fig. 3b). 
Significant heterogeneity existed among treatments in the likelihood of hatchlings to 
perform during fall righting trials (x2~ = 26.4, p < 0.001), and all eight non-performers were 
evenly divided between early-hatching treatments (26M and 26NM). Neonates that hatched 
early in the catch-up hypothesis (26NM) were significantly less likely to perform than their 
sibs (30M; x2~ = 4.09, p = 0.043) and corresponding controls (26CNM; x2, = 4.89, p = 0.027; 
Table 4). Similarly, suspected early-hatching individuals in the wait hypothesis (26M) were 
also significantly less likely to perform than their sibs (30NM; x2, = 4.09, p = 0.043; Table 
4). 
Following winter, treatment group, initial incubation temperature and their interaction had 
a significant effect on righting ability of neonates (Table 3b). As in the fall, egg movement 
alone did not significantly impact righting ability. However, the interaction between 
movement and treatment was marginally significant in the spring (Table 3b). To evaluate 
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whether developmental costs associated with shortened incubation periods were persistent, 
we made the same treatment-specific comparisons as in the fall: 
Ho: 26NM = 26CNM, 30M (Fig. 3c) 
Ho: 26M = 30NM (Fig. 3d) 
Developmental costs were still apparent following over-wintering, albeit somewhat reduced; 
early hatching treatments shortened righting times by approximately 20 seconds in both 
cases. Yet, in the catch-up treatment, individuals known to have hatched prematurely 
(26NM) still took significantly longer than their sibs (30M; t26 = 4.76, p < 0.001) and controls 
(26CNM; t22 = 4.2, p < 0.001) to right themselves (ca. 47 sec vs. 9-10 sec; Fig. 3c). In the 
wait treatment, individuals thought to have hatched prematurely (26M) also took longer than 
their sibs (30NM) to right themselves (ca. 40 sec vs. 18 sec), although this difference was but 
marginally significant (t13 = 1.67, p = 0.059; Fig. 3d). 
Again, significant heterogeneity existed among treatments in the likelihood of hatchlings 
to perform during spring righting trials (x2~ = 27.88, p < 0.001). Five of eight treatments 
exhibited higher proportions of non-performers than expected (higher than 30°Io), which 
included both early hatching experimental treatments (26NM and 26M) and all warm 
incubation treatments (30NM, 30CNM, and 30CM; Table 4). Treatment specific contrasts 
provided additional support for chronic reductions in neuromuscular function due to 
alteration of incubation periods. Neonates that hatched early in the catch-up experiment 
(26NM) were significantly less likely to perform than their sibs (30M; xZ i = 13.41, p < 0.001) 
and corresponding controls (26CNM; xZ ~ = 7.58, p = 0.007; Table 4). In the wait treatment, 
suspected early-hatching individuals (26M) were substantially less likely to perform than 




Results from this study are similar to findings regarding hatching synchrony in Emydura 
macquarii (Spencer et al. 2001). In their study, Spencer et al. (2001) noted that hatching 
synchrony occurred in E. macquarii via the catch-up mechanism, but found no evidence that 
more advanced embryos waited for less advanced sibs to hatch. Contrary to expectations 
based on current adaptive theory, we detected a similar catch-up mechanism in Chrysemys 
picta, and likewise, waiting did not occur. 
Means of communication of developmental stage between elrlbryos could not be 
discerned in this study, and is poorly known for turtles. Avian embryos may communicate 
developmental stage by means of audible clicks (Driver 1965, Woolf et al. 1976, but see 
Nicolai et al. 2004). Similar auditory cues are also known to occur among crocodilians, and 
may serve the dual purpose of notifying the mother to extricate hatchlings from the nest 
mound (Ferguson 1985). Additional cues might come from vibrations of eggs in close 
contact at hatching or other means of physical disturbance, such as a predator opening a nest 
or disturbing an egg clutch (Vitt 1991, Warkentin 1995, 2000). However, vocalization is not 
known in turtles, and there was no contact between eggs during incubation in our experiment. 
Spencer et al. (2001) note that the auditory sounds produced in pipping could be a potential 
cue, as well as the changes in oxygen consumption, carbon dioxide production, and heart rate 
characteristic of the overall decrease in metabolic rate before hatching (Birchard and Reiber 
1996, Birchard 2000, Peterson and Keug12005). 
Failure of less advanced embryos to catch-up to their sibs completely in this study is 
likely due to the length of time over which developmental asynchrony was established. 
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Although Spencer et al. (2001) established developmental asynchrony over aseven-day 
period, we allowed 11 days before reuniting clutch-mates. The resulting difference in 
developmental stage between more and less advanced C. pitta embryos seems to have been 
beyond a critical point where completely synchronous hatching can still occur. In addition, 
embryos from the wait experiment conducted by Spencer et al. (2001) did not hatch 
completely synchronously either, indicating that the window for synchronous hatching may 
be less than seven days for the temperatures used. Developmental rate is highly dependent 
on incubation temperature in general (Deeming and Ferguson 1991, Thompson 1997). 
Interestingly, though, the strength of the temperature effect on developmental rate may be 
dependent on developmental stage (Andrews 2004, Shine and Elphick 2001), and this seems 
to be the case for chelonians as well (Birchard 2000, Birchard and Reiber 1995, 1996, 
Yntema 1968). Development time necessary for neurulation, organogenesis, and early 
growth decreases with increasing temperature, while the length of the late growth interval is 
independent of temperature (Andrews 2004). In the context of our study, this pattern means 
that less advanced embryos from the catch-up (26NM) and wait (26M) treatments were even 
farther behind in development, and had even less chance to catch-up, than predicted if 
temperature and developmental rate varied linearly. 
Costs of altering incubation periods 
Results from fall righting trials clearly show that hatching early comes at a developmental 
cost to coordination and movement, implying that the underlying mechanism behind hatching 
early is to simply hatch prematurely and underdeveloped. This is consistent with late-
developmental patterns of precocial birds; evidence suggests that Darwin's rhea 
(Pterocnemia pennata) embryos stimulated to hatch early did so by shortening 
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developmental time (Cannon et al. 1986). Studies of hatching synchrony in birds reveal 
performance trade-offs similar to those observed in this study as well. Nilsson and Person 
(2004) found that mallard chicks (Anas platyrhynchos) that hatched early had reduced 
balance and that pheasant chicks (Phasianus colchicus) that hatched early exhibited lower 
survival under laboratory conditions. Vince and Chinn (1971) observed that early-hatching 
Japanese quail chicks (Coturnix c. japonica) stand 1-2 hours later than full-term hatchlings. 
Incubation temperature alone might also account for part of the variation observed in 
righting ability. Freedberg et al. (2001, 2004) found persistent, negative effects of cooler 
incubation temperatures on hatchling performance in two other emydid turtles, Graptemys 
ouachitensis and Trachemys scripta elegans. Turtles incubated at cooler temperatures took 
longer to right themselves initially and up to one year after hatching. We also found that 
performance costs were persistent, providing further evidence of the influence incubation 
environment may have on long-term fitness (O'Steen 1998, Freedberg et al. 2001, 2004). 
However, we document the opposite effect of incubation temperature alone on performance; 
individuals incubated at warmer temperatures that did not alter incubation periods generally 
required longer to right themselves in the spring (Fig 3b vs 3d) and were less likely to 
perform (Table 4). 
Failure to find significant spring differences between early-hatching turtles and their sibs 
in the wait hypothesis (26M vs. 30NM), in both righting times and performance probabilities, 
likely results from a combination of sample size and temperature effects. Retrospective 
power analysis of the t-test comparison estimated power at 0.38, indicating that the sample 
size for this contrast (n = 15) was insufficient given our observed effect size (8 = 11.02). The 
estimated least significant number, 23, was more similar to sample sizes used for spring 
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catch-up treatment comparisons (n = 24 and n = 28), which identified significant righting 
time differences. The non-significant difference in performance likelihood observed may be 
due in part to the fact that turtles from warm incubation treatments exhibited a high incidence 
of non-performers, thus making distinctions between groups less apparent than in catch-up 
comparisons. When comparing the frequency of non-performers among control treatments 
only, temperature effects become more clear; hatchlings from warm conditions were 
significantly less likely to perform than those from cool temperatures (57.9% vs. 15.4% non- 
performers; x ~ = 11.14, p < 0.001). In both cases, we feel confident that performance 
reductions associated with altering incubation period were truly persistent. Identification of 
such long-term performance costs associated with a mechanism to promote synchronous 
hatching, which is theoretically improbable for this species in the first place, is intriguing. 
For a species in which hatchlings over-winter in the nest, why would synchronous hatching 
occur at a cost to neuromuscular function`? 
Significance of hatching synchrony in Chrysemys pitta 
Group formation theory for the evolution of hatching synchrony is not applicable when 
hatching and emergence are substantially decoupled because formation of groups is intrinsic. 
Instead, in species like C. pitta, hatching early may be adaptive prior to emergence from the 
nests. Winter conditions within nest chambers can present a serious challenge to survival, 
even for a cold adapted species such as the painted turtle (Lindeman 1991, Packard et al. 
1997, Packard and Packard 2004,). Nest thermal gradients that differentially affect 
developmental rate of clutch mates in the summer may also have differential effects on 
freezing mortality in the winter. Costanzo et al. (1995) reported that minimum temperatures 
experienced at depths of 5 cm versus 10 cm (the typical range for C. pitta nest chambers) 
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were as much as 2°C lower during two winters in Garden County, Nebraska, U.S.A. Further, 
the cumulative amount of time of potential freezing events (time spent at the approximate 
equilibrium freezing point of turtle tissue, _< -0.55 C) experienced at 5 cm was from 98-504 
hours longer than at 10 cm. In addition, hatchlings on the periphery of the nest may be at 
greater risk of freeze mortality as they are more likely to come in contact with soil, ice, and 
ice nucleating agents (Costanzo et al. 2000, Hotaling 1985). 
These observations suggest that position within the nest has profound implications for 
winter survival, thus, individuals hatching first may have a distinct advantage in securing 
optimal over-wintering sites within the nest (i.e., surrounded by clutch-mates near the bottom 
of the nest). In C. pitta, therefore, what appears to be a drive to hatch synchronously may in 
fact be the drive to not hatch last. Although little is known about behavior of hatchlings 
within the nest prior to over-wintering, neonates are apparently active before entering torpor. 
Chrysemys pitta nest cavities excavated in the fall of 2005 were invariably shallower than 
when they were laid (0.5-1.4 cm; F. Janzen, unpublished data) and with ahard-packed floor, 
indicating that substantial movement indeed occurs. Whether hatchlings actually "jockey" 
for position within the nest remains a question for future investigation. 
Although shortening the developmental period had significant and long-term negative 
effects on coordination and movement of neonatal painted turtles, whether these behavioral 
differences are selected against in nature is unknown. It is possible that underdeveloped 
turtles suffer no lifetime fitness consequences relative to their sibs. To begin investigating 
this question, hatchlings from this study have been used in a field experiment to evaluate the 
potential cost of shortened incubation periods during their next major life history stage, the 
terrestrial migration from nest to water. Identification of a fitness cost associated with 
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hatching early to promote synchronous hatching would provide initial support for a multiple 
origins interpretation of this phenomenon in turtles. 
It is also possible that hatching synchrony in C. pitta is instead retained by phylogenetic 
inertia. The potential ubiquity of synchronous hatching within Testudines is supported by the 
presence of this phenomenon in two species as distantly related as C. pitta (megaorder 
Cryptodira, hidden-necked turtles) and E. macquarii (megaorder Pleurodira, side-necked 
turtles; Ernst and Barbour 1989). Indeed, synchronous hatching may be an ancestral state 
that the derived behavior of terrestrial over-wintering in C. pitta renders neutral. Such a 
scenario does not rule out a single, group formation driven origin of synchronous hatching in 
turtles. However, group emergence of neonates, even in classic sea turtle examples, may not 
be as prevalent as commonly perceived (Houghton and Hays 2001). Identification of 
hatching synchrony in other turtle families in which delayed emergence is known (reviewed 
in Gibbons and Nelson 1978) and evaluation of the significance of synchronous emergence 
in general may provide further insight into the evolution and maintenance of these 
phenomena. 
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2) Establish Asynchrony 
Figure 1. General Incubation Protocol. The three basic steps employed in this study to evaluate hatching 
synchrony are outlined above the schematic. Temperatures used (T~ and T2) depended on the treatment 
considered and 11 days indicates the period over which asynchrony was established. 
1) Divide Clutch 
T1 
3) Reunite at Common Temperature 
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Figure 2. Mean incubation periods (days + 1 SE) of hatchlings from the experimental treatments: a) catch-up 
and b) wait. In the catch-up treatment, group abbreviations correspond to: hatchlings initially incubated at 30°C 
and moved to 26°C (30M), hatchlings initially incubated at 26°C and not moved (26NM), control hatchlings 
initially incubated at 26°C and moved to 26°C (26CM), and control hatchlings initially incubated at 26°C and 
not moved (26CNM). In the wait treatment, group abbreviations correspond to: hatchlings initially incubated at 
26°C and moved to 30°C (26M), hatchlings initially incubated at 30°C and not moved (30NM), control 
hatchlings initially incubated at 30°C and moved to 30°C (30CM), and control hatchlings initially incubated at 

































































Figure 3. Mean righting times (seconds + 1 SE) of hatchlings prior to (fall) and following (spring) over-
wintering: a), c) catch-up and b), d) wait. In the catch-up treatment, group abbreviations correspond to: 
hatchlings initially incubated at 30°C and moved to 26°C (30M), hatchlings initially incubated at 26°C and not 
moved (26NM), control hatchlings initially incubated at 26°C and moved to 26°C (26CM), and control 
hatchlings initially incubated at 26°C and not moved (26CNM). In the wait treatment, group abbreviations 
correspond to: hatchlings initially incubated at 26°C and moved to 30°C (26M), hatchlings initially incubated at 
30°C and not moved (30NM), control hatchlings initially incubated at 30°C and moved to 30°C (30CM), and 
control hatchlings initially incubated at 30°C and not moved (30CNM). 
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Table 1. Hatching success of embryos and winter survival of neonates by treatment. Values are reported as the 
number of individuals alive at the end of a given stage per the number in existence at the start of that stage. 
Treatment abbreviations are as described in the methods. 
Experiment Treatment Hatch Success Winter Survival 
(n hatched / n incubated) (n alive / n total) 
3 OM 12/ 12 9/ 12 
Catch-up 26NM 12/12 10/12 
26CM 12/12 11/12 
26CNM 11/12 9/11 
26M 11/12 11/11 
Wait 30NM 12/12 12/12 
30CM 12/12 8/12 
30CNM 10/12 8/10 
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Table 2. Hatching synchrony analysis of variance model results. 
Source of Variation DF F P 
Treatment (Experimental and Control) 1 37.7 <0.001 
Movement 1 2.1 0.156 
Initial Temp 1 514 <0.001 
Treatment x Movement 1 0.8 0.380 
Treatment x Initial Temp 1 142 <0.001 
Movement x Initial Temp 1 34.0 <0.001 




Table 3. Righting trial analysis of variance model results: a) following hatching and b) following winter. 
a) 
Source of Variation DF F P 
Treatment (Experimental and Control) 1 13.0 <0.001 
Movement 1 0.9 0.245 
Initial Temp 1 54.6 <0.001 
Treatment x Movement 1 0.2 0.261 
Treatment x Initial Temp 1 21.0 <0.001 
Movement x Initial Temp 1 0.1 0.149 




Source of Variation DF F P 
Treatment (Experimental and Control) 1 12.5 <0.001 
Movement 1 0.13 0.72 
Initial Temp 1 5.44 0.022 
Treatment x Movement 1 3.7 0.058 
Treatment x Initial Temp 1 14.1 <0.001 
Movement x Initial Temp 1 1.31 0.257 




Table 4. Proportion of non-performers during fall and spring righting trials. Values are reported as the number 
of non-performing individuals per the total number of hatchlings evaluated. Treatment abbreviations are as 
described in the methods. 
Experiment Treatment Fall Non-performers Spring Non-performers 
(n non-perfomers / n total) (n non-perfomers / n total) 
3 OM 0/9 1 /21 
Catch-up 26NM 4/7 11 / 19 
26CM 0/10 3/20 
26CNM 0/11 3/19 
26M 4/7 5/11 
Wait 3 ONM 0/ 12 2/ 11 
30CM 0/12 4/9 
30CNM 0/12 7/10 
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Abstract 
Synchronous hatching and emergence of turtles from terrestrial nests has been proposed to be adaptive in 
predator avoidance during migration to water but little is known about the underlying mechanism that produces 
such synchrony, its phenotypic consequences, or the generality of predator avoidance in driving the evolution of 
this trait. In a previous study, Colbert et al. (submitted) identified a mechanism that promotes synchronous 
hatching in the painted turtle (Chrysemys pitta), a species that should not hatch synchronously according to 
predator avoidance theory because hatchlings over-winter in the nest. Less advanced embryos hatched early in 
the presence of more advanced sibs, sustaining a conspicuous and persistent reduction in neuromuscular 
function. In this study, we experimentally assessed the influence of such accelerated hatching on hatching 
success, winter survival, and survival during terrestrial migration from the nest. We predicted that individuals 
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with shortened incubation periods would exhibit reduced survival relative to their sibs and/or control groups, 
thereby providing support for an alternate adaptive explanation for the presence of synchronous hatching in C. 
pitta. In addition, we examined the effects of incubation temperature on hatching success, and offspring sex 
and body size (carapace length and hatchling mass) on survival and migration time. Early-hatching individuals 
did not suffer fitness costs relative to their sibs at any stage considered in this study. Incubation treatment had a 
significant effect on migration time, but in the opposite direction that we predicted. Incubation temperature did 
not affect hatching success, and offspring sex did not affect survival when all treatment groups were considered. 
Incubation treatments significantly influenced offspring body size, which was negatively correlated with 
migration time, but had no effect on survival during terrestrial migration. Lack of a fitness cost associated with 
hatching synchrony is consistent with a single, predator avoidance origin for this trait and retention in C. pitta 
via phylogenetic inertia. 
Introduction 
An understanding of the factors that contribute to phenotypic expression during 
development and early life history is central to studies of trait evolution. It is during these 
stages that phenotypic variation resulting from genetic, parental, and environmental effects is 
acted upon initially, and often most harshly, by selective forces. In oviparous organisms, 
particularly those lacking nest attendance, the incubation environment is of singular 
importance because eggs are often subject to substantial variation in temperature during 
development. Such temperature variation can influence, among other things, developmental 
rate, hatching success, and the sex, morphology, and behavior of offspring (e.g. Ratte 1985, 
Deeming and Ferguson 1991, Andrews 2004). For turtles, which lay eggs and are 
characterized by near universal lack of nest attendance, the trait of synchronous hatching and 
its phenotypic consequences lies at the interface of temperature effects, development, and 
selection. 
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Turtle nests are often flask-shaped with eggs deposited in several layers (Packard et al. 
1993). As a result, thermal gradients can exist such that eggs near the top experience warmer 
incubation conditions than those near the bottom (Thompson 1988, Maloney et al. 1990). 
Because developmental rate generally increases with increasing temperature (Thompson 
1997), asynchronous hatching and emergence of neonates is predicted. Yet synchronous 
hatching and/or emergence is known to occur (Carr and Hirth, 1961, Balazs and Ross, 1974, 
Spencer et al. 2001, but see Standing et al. 1999, Houghton and Hays 2001) and is thought to 
have evolved in response to predation pressure during terrestrial migration. Hatching 
synchrony facilitates physical escape from the nest (Carr and Hirth 1961, Spencer et al. 2001) 
and may aid predator avoidance via swamping or the per capita dilution of predation risk 
(Arnold and Wassersug 1978, Dehn 1990). However, the question remains as to how 
synchronous hatching occurs, whether the mechanism producing such synchrony generates 
additional phenotypic variation in offspring, and if so, how selection acts upon that variation. 
Spencer et al. (2001) investigated the mechanism underlying synchronous hatching 
experimentally by inducing developmental asynchrony among clutch mates of the Murray 
River turtle (Emydura macquarii) and monitoring their hatching times. They found that, 
when synchrony occurred, it was because less developed embryos caught up to their more 
advanced sibs and that more developed embryos did not postpone hatching. These results are 
consistent with the theory that predator avoidance via group formation has broadly driven the 
evolution of hatching synchrony because E. macquarii neonates depart from the nest to 
aquatic environments essentially directly after hatching. 
We performed similar experiments with painted turtles (Chrysemys pitta), a species that 
emerges from the nest many months after hatching (Gibbons and Nelson 1978, Weisrock and 
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Janzen 1999), to: (1) assess the phenotypic consequences of synchronous hatching when 
environmentally-induced asynchrony in development exists and (2) gain a better 
understanding of the evolution of this phenomenon in turtles. Although exact synchrony was 
not apparent, acatch-up mechanism occurred and elicited reduced neuromuscular function 
(measured as the amount of time required for a hatchling on its back to right itself) in those 
early-hatching turtles (Colbert et al., submitted). This result is surprising because group 
formation at emergence is intrinsic in C. pitta due to terrestrial over-wintering, thus implying 
multiple origins for synchronous hatching in turtles. Alternatively, hatching synchrony may 
have become secondarily advantageous, or the derived behavior of terrestrial over-wintering 
in C. pitta has rendered it null. 
In this study, we address whether the striking phenotypic outcomes observed are 
accompanied by fitness consequences for these young painted turtles, thereby assessing the 
likelihood that synchronous hatching is relictual in C. pitta and retained by lack of selection. 
We specifically test the hypothesis that shortened incubation periods, induced by the drive 
for developmentally asynchronous embryos to hatch in concert, reduce individual fitness. 
We focus on individual fitness, defined as survival, during three key stages in the early life 
history of this species: (1) hatching (2) over winter in the nest, and (3) terrestrial migration 
from nest to water. In this way, we assess when, if at all, during early ontogeny the 
individual fitness impacts of shortened incubation periods may be manifested. 
Materials and Methods 
Study Species. The painted turtle is a common inhabitant of freshwater environments 
from coast to coast in the northern U.S. and southern Canada and into parts of the southern 
U.S. (Stebbins 1985, Conant and Collins 1991). Within this broad range, C. pitta exhibits 
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considerable geographic variation in fecundity and other important life history 
characteristics. Estimates of mean clutch size vary among populations from about 4-10 eggs 
(ca. 10 in this population; Powell 1967, Tinkle et al. 1981, Mitchell 1988, Morjan 2003). 
Eggs are deposited in relatively shallow terrestrial nests (ca. 9 cm at our study site; Morjan 
2003) within which vertical temperature differentials during embryonic development may 
span as much as 8°C at a given time (FJJ unpubl. data). Following hatching, most neonates 
remain in the nest throughout the winter and emerge the following spring (Gibbons and 
Nelson 1978, Weisrock and Janzen 1999). Survivorship of new cohorts most closely follows 
a Type III survivorship schedule, with high mortality through the first few years of life 
followed by low mortality nearing maturity (Frazer et al. 1991, Iverson 1991a). As such, 
phenotypic traits that offer survival advantages early in life are of great importance (Iverson 
1991 a, b). 
Egg Collection and Incubation.—Eggs were collected from 24 newly constructed nests (< 
1 d old) at the Thomson Causeway, Thomson, Illinois, USA from 27 May through 1 June 
2004. Upon collection, eggs were labeled according to clutch and egg number using a blunt 
HB pencil and placed in moist vermiculite for transport to the laboratory at Iowa State 
University. 
Sixteen of the 24 clutches used in this research were part of a study of the phenotypic 
effects of hatching synchrony (Colbert et al. submitted). Evaluation of hatching synchrony 
required two experiments, one to determine if synchrony was achieved by less advanced 
embryos catching up to more advanced sibs, the other to assess whether more advanced 
embryos postponed hatching in the presence of less advanced sibs. Two treatment levels 
existed within each experiment based on group status (experimental vs. control) and egg 
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movement (moved or not), resulting in eight distinct treatments (Table 1). The additional 
eight clutches were half of a replication of the synchrony experiment, the other half of which 
was lost due to incubator failure. All 24 clutches were treated in an identical manner and are 
therefore included, although sample sizes are unequal among treatments (Table 1). 
Incubation regimes to establish developmental asynchrony among clutch-mates followed 
the general protocol of Spencer et al. (2001). Specifically, we incubated half clutches at 
either cool (26°C) or warm (30°C) temperatures for the first 11 d of incubation and then 
reunited clutch mates at a common incubation temperature (Fig. 1). Throughout incubation, 
all egg boxes were maintained at a water potential of -150 kPa in the vermiculite substrate. 
See Colbert et al. (submitted) for a more in depth description of incubation manipulations. 
Beginning at day 40 of incubation, eggs were visually inspected for signs of pipping (the 
initial breaking of the egg shell by the caruncle) at least three times daily. Neonates that 
survived to extricate themselves from their eggshell were considered to have hatched 
successfully. Once fully hatched, neonates were removed from their containers and their 
righting times were assessed (Colbert et al. submitted). This procedure involved placing an 
individual on its carapace and recording the amount of time required for it to right itself (i.e. 
flip over). Righting ability may be important to survival during terrestrial migration by 
reducing the risks of desiccation and predation (Burger 1976, Steyermark and Spotila 2001 a). 
In addition, Freedberg et al. (2001, 2004) note that hatchlings are highly motivated to 
perform this task, and we therefore used righting times as a gauge of neuromuscular function. 
Following righting trials, hatchlings were given a unique combination of notches in their 
marginal scutes and transferred to clutch-specific plastic cups containing a moist paper towel 
in preparation for over-winter torpor. 
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Over-winter. Over the winter months, temperatures in environmental chambers were 
maintained at approximately 5 °C and cups were hydrated weekly with distilled water to 
prevent desiccation of hatchlings. Beginning in the second week of April 2005, chamber 
temperatures were slowly brought up to 18°C (ca. 2°C / d for 7 d). Neonates were then 
removed from the environmental chambers and maintained at 22°C for 48 hrs before righting 
trials were again performed and morphological measurements taken. We measured carapace 
length (CL; measured as the distance from the nuchal scute along the midline to the inter-
marginal notch) to the nearest 0.1 mm using a dial caliper and hatchling mass to the nearest 
0.01 g using an electronic balance. Neonates that were alive at this point were recorded as 
having survived through the winter. For ~ 4 wk hatchlings were maintained in plastic 
containers (60 cm x 30 cm x 15 cm) filled with de-chlorinated tap water to a depth of ~ 8 cm 
and containing several basking platforms. Turtles were fed a diet of bloodworms and 
Reptomin ̀t ad libitum, and containers were cleaned twice weekly. 
Migration Experiment. The hatchling migration experiment was conducted in the Upper 
Mississippi River National Fish and Wildlife Refuge in Carroll County, Illinois adjacent to 
the nesting area. The release site was on an open, west-facing slope of sand prairie where 
painted turtles are known to nest. Vegetation in the immediate area of the experiment 
included needlegrass (Stipa sp.), Ohio spiderwort (Tradescantia ohiensis), prickly pear 
cactus (Opuntia humifusa), red cedar (Juniperus virginiana), and skunkbrush (Rhus 
aromatica; see Kolbe and Janzen, 2002 for further description of the study area). 
A drift fence was constructed near the base of the slope near the Mississippi River. The 
drift fence was comprised of 30 cm high aluminum flashing entrenched ~ 10 cm in the soil 
and arranged as asemi-circle with a 13 m radius. Along the fence, seven numbered plastic 
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cylinders (i.e., pits; 10 cm diameter x 25 cm deep) were buried flush with the ground, 
abutting the fence at 7 m intervals. Asemi-circular design was used to reduce the chance of 
hatchling escape, and recording which pits captured turtles allowed us to determine the 
likelihood that such an event might have occurred (see below). Six naturalistic nest cavities, 
from here on termed "nesticles," were created at the center of the semi-circle (i.e., 13 m from 
the fence in all directions), and a brown tarp was pinned down over their back edges to leave 
a small opening through which neonates could emerge. Although 13 m is potentially below 
the overall mean nest distance from water at our study site (Harms et al. 2005), it is not 
atypical (FJJ, unpubl. data). The experiment was initiated at 1025 h on 25 May 2005 when 
19-20 randomly chosen turtles were placed into each nesticle. This date falls within the 
range when neonatal Chrysemys typically migrate from nest to water at the field site (FJJ, 
pers. obs.), and at an hour when emergence is known to occur in other turtle species (Tucker, 
1997). 
Following the release of the neonates, the fence was checked at 1510 and 1950 h, and on 
each subsequent day at approximately 0700, 1300, and 1900 h until 0700 on 7 June. 
Observers noted the presence of potential predators on hatchling turtles during each visit, and 
the sand surrounding each pit was checked for predator tracks and subsequently brushed 
smooth. Hatchlings found along the fence or in pits were recovered and their identity and 
location (i.e., pit number 1-7) were recorded. All hatchlings recovered alive at the fence 
were considered to have survived the terrestrial migration. These animals were subsequently 
given a unique combination of toe clips and released in the water near the nest sites from 
which the eggs were collected. 
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Analytical Methods. Logistic regression was used to determine whether incubation 
treatment significantly influenced hatching success, over-winter survival, and survival during 
terrestrial migration. For the purposes of this study, the groups of primary interest were 
those known (26NM) or suspected (26M) to have hatched early (Table 1) at a cost to 
neuromuscular function. We expected that the initial impact of premature hatching would be 
reduced hatch success relative to sibs and/or controls. In addition, we hypothesized that 
underdeveloped hatchlings would be more sensitive to temperature extremes and therefore 
suffer high winter mortality. During terrestrial migration, we predicted that the 
developmental costs sustained by hatching early would increase the time required for 
individuals to reach the water. Increased exposure to the rigors of the terrestrial environment 
(e.g. predation and desiccation) would, in turn, result in high mortality within these 
treatments. Hence, in regression analyses of all three early-life stages, we set up the 
following contrasts concerning treatment effects on survival: 
HA: 26NM < 26CNM, 30M 
HA : 26M < 30NM 
A general linear model was used to test for treatment effects on the time required for 
individuals to reach the fence and evaluate the proposed exposure time mechanism for 
reduced survival during terrestrial migration. Time was measured from the point of hatchling 
release until recapture to the nearest 0.25 d. Individuals recaptured on the first day were 
scored as reaching the fence in 0.25 d. On subsequent days, recapture times were recorded as 
composites of the day of capture relative to the release date and the time of day as follows: 
0.25 (morning check), 0.5 (afternoon check), or 0.75 (evening check). As an example, 
hatchlings caught in the evening of the third day of the experiment were recorded as reaching 
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the fence in 2.75 d. We expected that individuals with reduced neuromuscular performance 
would take longer to arrive at the fence than their sibs and/or controls. Therefore, we 
evaluated the following contrasts concerning treatment effects on time to recapture: 
HA: 26NM > 26CNM, 30M 
HA: 26M > 30NM 
A potential complication in analyses of treatment effects on hatching success, survival, and 
time required to reach the fence was final incubation temperature (i.e., sex). Chrysemys picta 
exhibits temperature-dependent sex determination in which males are produced at cooler 
temperatures (typically < 28.5 C) and females at warmer temperatures (Ewert and Nelson 
1991, Janzen and Paukstis 1991). However, the temperature switches employed to establish 
developmental asynchrony were performed before the temperature-sensitive period of sex 
determination (the middle-third of incubation; Bull and Vogt 1981, Janzen and Paukstis 
1991), thus no treatment-specific comparisons are made between sexes. We investigated the 
influence of sex on hatching success, survival, and time until recapture using logistic 
regression and a general linear model, although without any a priori predictions of its effect. 
Numerous studies have documented that "bigger is better" during terrestrial migration 
from nest to water in turtles (Janzen 1993a, Janzen et al. 2000a,b, Tucker 2000; but see 
Congdon et al. 1999, Filoramo and Janzen 2002). Body size effects in this experiment could 
muddy inference of the consequences of developmental environment with respect to 
migration survival, particularly if they operate via the same exposure time mechanism 
proposed above. In other words, small hatchlings should also require more time to complete 
migration as they have more difficulty navigating vegetation and distance compared to large 
individuals (sensu Tucker 2000). Therefore, we also analyzed the effect of body size (CL 
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and mass) on survival during migration using logistic regression. To test the exposure time 
link between body size and survival, we performed linear regressions using body size 
measures to predict migration times. Clutch effects were not analyzed statistically in any of 
our models due to sample size limitations. Instead, we attempted to qualitatively assess the 
impact of clutch in each analysis by identifying clutches in which mortality was high 
regardless of treatment or sex. Descriptive statistics were computed using JMP 5.1.2 (SAS 
Institute 2004) and regression analyses were performed using SAS 9.1.3 (SAS Institute 
2003). 
Results 
Hatching Success.— Of the 144 eggs incubated, 129 successfully hatched (89.6°Io; Table 
2). Hatching success ranged by treatment from 73.3% (30CNM) to 95.8°0 (30M; Table 2), 
and female-producing temperatures exhibited lower hatching success than did male- 
producing temperatures (85.2 °Io vs. 92.2%). However, final incubation temperature did not 
significantly affect hatching success (xz ~ = 1.74, p = 0.188). The relatively low success of 
female embryos was heavily influenced by one control clutch (30CM/30CNM) in which five 
of six eggs failed. 
Treatment-specific contrasts were consistent with our predictions; early-hatching groups 
suffered reduced hatching success when compared to their controls and/or sibs (Fig. 2). Yet, 
among all groups, early-hatching treatments (26M and 26NM) exhibited intermediate 
hatching success, and incubation treatment was not a significant source of variation in 
hatching success (x2~ = 6.0, p = 0.54). The high mortality in the single control clutch noted 
above did not account for lack of model fit as exclusion of this clutch did not alter results (x27
=3.4,p=0.85). 
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Over-winter Survival.-Winter survival was high overall; 121 of the 129 neonates that 
hatched successfully were alive in the spring (93.8°Io; Table 2). Survival was lowest in the 
30CM treatment (75°Io), and several treatments suffered no losses over winter (Table 2). Sex 
did not influence winter survival (x2~ = 0.744, p = 0.388), and males and females had similar 
high survival rates (91.3% female vs. 95.2% male). Clutch seemed an important factor in 
winter survival for both sexes; male and female groups each had a single clutch that 
disproportionately influenced overall survival (a clutch that exhibited 50% mortality in both 
cases). 
Our predictions with respect to treatment were not supported. No reduction in survival 
was apparent for the early-hatching treatments (Fig. 2), nor did incubation regime 
significantly affect winter survival (x2~ = 2.2, p = 0.948). The potential clutch effect noted 
above likely had little effect on treatment-specific survival as mortality was spread out over 
four treatment groups (30CM, 30CNM, 26NM, and 30M). 
Migration Survival.—Apparent survival during the terrestrial migration averaged 60.5% 
over all treatments (Table 2). One individual failed to migrate and was recovered alive from 
its nesticle at the end of the experiment (excluded from analyses). The distribution of 
recovery sites (i.e. pit numbers) of the remaining hatchlings was approximately normal with 
a mean value of 3.75, which was very near the center of the fence (pit 4). No hatchlings were 
recovered near the terminal pits (1 and 7), and the 99°Io confidence interval (99% CI) about 
the mean pit value was narrow and nearly centered (3.4 - 4.1). Thus, it seems unlikely that 
any hatchlings escaped recapture by missing the fence. The final fence check occurred 5 d 
after the last individual was recaptured, and no turtles (alive or dead) were found in the 
release area during a thorough inspection at the end of the experiment. Therefore, it also 
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seems unlikely that turtles were still migrating at the end of the experiment and thereby 
recorded as false mortalities. As a result, we believe that 60.5°Io is a close approximation to 
true survival, and failure to find turtle carcasses within the release area points to predation 
(consumptive or removal from site) as the primary source of mortality. Potential predators 
observed in the release site included brown thrasher (Toxostoma rufurn), common grackle 
(Quiscalus quiscula), red-winged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus), blue racer (Coluber 
constrictor foxii), and a coyote (Canis latrans) pup (observed resting its forepaws on the 
fence, sniffing along the fence perimeter, and digging next to pits). 
Survival ranged among treatments from 0 (30CM) to 90.9% (26M). Female turtles 
displayed low survival relative to males (52.5°Io vs. 64.9%), but sex did not have a significant 
impact on survival (x2~ = 1.65, p = 0.199). It is difficult to determine the magnitude of clutch 
effects in the case of survival during the terrestrial migration, and in considering survival 
from incubation to final release. There is an apparent trend wherein the majority of each 
clutch (i.e., more than three individuals) either survived or failed, but, at the termination of 
the experiment, only two clutches were not represented among the survivors. 
Predicted trends in survival during migration with respect to treatment were not 
supported. Instead, early-hatching neonates displayed increased survivorship relative to their 
sibs and/or controls (Fig. 2), as well as to most other treatment groups (Table 2). Again, 
though, the influence of incubation regime on survival was not significant (x ~ = 5.52, p = 
0.597). 
Migration Time.— Individual recapture times ranged from 0.25 — 8.75 d, and treatment 
averages from 1.1 — 3.5 d. The distribution of recapture times was right-skewed with a mean 
recapture time of 1.7 d (99°Io CI = 1.2 - 2.2 d). Males and females required approximately 
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the same amount of time to reach the fence (1.75 vs. 1.95 d, respectively), and sex did not 
significantly affect travel time (F1 = 0.18, p = 0.675). Similarly, clutch did not appear to 
account for the observed variation in travel time. For clutches in which more than one 
individual reached the fence, travel times generally ranged the entire spectrum from short (< 
1.2 d) to long (> 2.2 d). 
Incubation regime had a significant impact on the amount of time required for hatchlings 
to reach the fence (F6 = 2.8, p = 0.018), however, our expectation that early-hatching turtles 
would require longer to reach the fence was not supported. Rather, early-hatching groups 
were among the fastest to traverse the 13 m from nesticle to fence relative to both sibs and/or 
controls (Fig. 3) and overall. The average travel time for the 26M group (l . l d) was below 
the lower bound of the 99% CI about mean recapture time, and significantly shorter than that 
of their sibs (30NM, F1 = 8.57, p = 0.005; Fig. 3). Treatment data yield mixed results with 
respect to the proposed exposure time mechanism. Consistent with the exposure time 
hypothesis, we found that the group with shortest travel time also exhibited the highest 
survivorship during terrestrial migration (26M). However, the two treatments that took 
longer than 2.2 d to reach the fence (26CNM and 30NM) had intermediate survivorship. 
Body Size. Mean measures of CL and hatchling mass of all individuals released were 
27.2 mm (sd = 1.6 mm, range = 24.0 - 31.3 mm) and 4.55 g (sd = 0.7 g, range = 2.82 - 6.01 
g). Neither CL nor mass differed between sexes (F1 = 0.537, p = 0.465 and F1 = 2.73, p = 
0.1 O 1, respectively), but both varied according to incubation treatment (F~ = 3.19, p = 0.005 
and F~ = 2.95, p = 0.007, respectively). Results from logistic regressions indicate that, 
although treatment influenced body size, neither size measure had a significant impact on 
survival (CL, x  1 = 0.399, p = 0.528; mass, ~ 1 = 0.036, p = 0.849). Again, no strong 
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conclusions can be made from our data regarding the exposure time hypothesis, however, 
linear regressions provided partial support to the mechanism. Inverse relationships existed 
between CL and migration time (F~ = 5.33, p = 0.024, r = -0.27) and between mass and 
migration time (F~ = 3.79, p = 0.056, r = -0.23). 
Discussion 
Treatment Effects.—We expected that premature hatching and its associated decline in 
performance (Colbert et al., submitted) would be translated into lower success or survival at 
hatching, over-winter, and during terrestrial migration. However, such costs were not 
detected in this study. The observed pattern in hatching success was consistent with our 
predictions but lacked statistical significance (Fig. 2). We know of no other turtle studies 
that report the effect of shortened incubation periods on hatching success, but evidence from 
birds yields conflicting results. Nilsson and Persson (2004) found that hatching success in 
pheasant (Phasianus colchicus) and mallard (Anas platyrhynchos) chicks stimulated to hatch 
early was significantly higher than control chicks, although they subsequently suffered 
significantly higher mortality through the first ten days of life. Given the paucity of data on 
this topic, general conclusions regarding the immediate costs to early hatching must wait 
until more studies of the phenotypic effects of hatching synchrony are conducted. 
Low winter mortality was likely a result of the relatively mild conditions under which 
hibernation occurred (i.e., 5°C). In 18 natural C. pitta nests in Nebraska, minimum nest 
temperatures during the winter of 1995-1996 ranged from -3 to -21 C, and the longest periods 
of time spent continuously below -2 C ranged from 12.5 to 506 hrs (mean = 271.4 hrs; 
Packard et a1. 1997). Minimum natural nest temperatures from our study population in 
Illinois during the same winter ranged from approximately -2 to -12 C (Weisrock and Janzen 
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1999). Clearly, we did not approximate natural conditions very closely during what can be a 
period of strong selection (Lindeman 1991, Weisrock and Janzen 1999). Amore realistic 
winter thermal regime was not employed primarily because we wished to examine survival 
during terrestrial migration and sample sizes were already a concern without substantial 
winter mortality. Thus, the lack of support for reduced winter survival as a result of 
shortened incubation periods cannot be considered a strong rejection of this hypothesis. 
Our unexpected results regarding incubation treatment and terrestrial migration led us to 
first reconsider the proposed exposure time mechanism. That is, if early-hatching individuals 
took longer to complete migration, then perhaps slower movement was beneficial in avoiding 
visually-oriented predators. However, early-hatching treatments were among the fastest to 
complete migration, which calls into question our assumption that righting times in the 
laboratory in the fall relate to performance in the field the following spring. Indeed, such 
assumptions are not always valid; Irschick et al. (2005) found a general inverse relationship 
between maximum sprint speed in the laboratory and the percentage of maximum speed used 
to escape threats in the field in lizards. It is also possible that righting times are not 
ecologically relevant. Although the ability for a hatchling to right itself quickly seems a 
valuable trait that would aid survival (Burger 1976, Steyermark and Spotila 2001 a), whether 
this is the true in the field is debatable. In either case, it is apparent that performance costs 
incurred by hatching early to promote synchrony were not translated into fitness costs prior 
to or during terrestrial migration in this study. 
Sex and clutch effects. Although we found no evidence for sex effects on hatching 
success and survival in this study, such effects have been documented in other turtle species 
(e.g. Freedberg et al. 2001, 2004, Steyermark and Spotila 2001). Presumably, the influence 
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that sex exerts on survival is mediated through sex-specific developmental, morphological, 
and behavioral traits. However, in a study on hatchling growth in the common snapping 
turtle (Chelydra serpentina), Rhen and Lang (1995) found that inter-sexual differences were 
attributable to incubation temperature as opposed to sex per se. Similarly, Freedberg et al. 
(2001) found that within male-producing incubation temperatures in the Ouachita map turtle 
(Graptemys ouachitensis), cooler temperatures resulted in low hatching success, indicating 
that temperature itself accounted for part of the observed variance. The absence of sex 
effects on survival in this study may be due to the thermal variance incorporated through 
temperature switches, which could have produced intermediate phenotypes and thus blurred 
group distinctions. Comparisons of control clutches only (26CM and 26CNM vs. 30CM and 
30CNM), which experienced no thermal variance, show that cooler incubation temperatures 
resulted in higher success and survivorship at every stage considered (Table 2), significantly 
so over winter (x 3 = 9.46, p = 0.024) and during terrestrial migration (x 3 = 15.9, p = 0.001). 
Because "sexual" differences were only apparent when incubation temperatures were held 
constant, this finding provides support for the hypothesis that such differences in early life 
are attributable primarily to incubation temperatures. We therefore might question how 
significant "sex effects" produced in the laboratory under constant temperatures are in nature, 
where constant temperatures are rare. Laboratory studies interested in assessing sex-induced 
phenotypic variation could more appropriately do so via comparisons of treatments incubated 
at different thermal means but under similar, naturalistic thermal variances (e.g. Mullins and 
J anzen 2006) . 
Most turtle studies that have assessed maternal effects have found that clutch identity 
explains a significant amount of the observed variation in hatchling traits (e.g. Janzen 1993b, 
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Steyermark and Spotila 2001a,b, Filoramo and Janzen 2002, Ashmore and Janzen 2003, but 
see Janzen 1993a, Kolbe and Janzen 2001). In this study, clutch identity also appeared 
(qualitatively) to influence hatching success and survival; however, clutch did not seem to 
bias all analyses (i.e., groups being compared were affected more or less equally). In some 
cases, it was difficult to qualitatively assess the effect of clutch on sex and treatment 
comparisons. As such, we recommend that future investigations of this kind obtain sample 
sizes sufficient to incorporate clutch as a random effect in statistical models (e.g. Janzen et al. 
2000a). 
Effect of body size.—The effect of body size on survivorship during terrestrial migration 
of young turtles has been somewhat contentious. To illustrate, Janzen et al. (2000a) found 
that, in red-eared sliders (Trachemys scripta elegans), larger hatchlings had higher 
survivorship, presumably a result of shorter migration times and therefore reduced exposure 
to avian predators. This link was supported in a subsequent study in which avian predators 
were excluded (Janzen et al. 2000b). Conversely, Filoramo and Janzen (2002) did not detect 
significant size-related survival of neonatal sliders in that same population. In our study, 
body size also did not influence survival during migration, although we found partial support 
for reduced exposure times of larger turtles. 
Lack of a size effect in this study does not seem to result from insufficient size variation; 
in an experimental release of C. pieta hatchlings in Jersey County Illinois, Tucker (2000) 
detected a "bigger is better" effect with less variation in hatchling mass (3.23-5.65 g). 
Migration distances used by Janzen et al. (2000a) and Tucker (2000) were substantially 
longer than those used in this study (40-70 m vs. 13 m) and might explain the absence of a 
size effect. However, body size effects do not appear to depend on distance alone; several 
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hatchling release experiments that failed to find substantial size effects utilized distances 
ranging from 35-80 m (Congdon et al. 1999, Filoramo and Janzen 2002, Kolbe and Janzen 
2001). Small sample size also contributed to the absence of a size effect. Calculated ratios 
of the strength of selection to the square root of the opportunity for selection for both CL 
(0.059) and mass (0.018) indicate that our power to detect size-based selection was virtually 
zero (Hersch and Phillips 2004). Thus, the absence of a size effect in this study is not 
conclusive. 
However, it seems likely that the interaction of numerous dynamic biotic and abiotic 
factors results in varying selection on hatchling traits during terrestrial migration such that no 
single factor consistently predicts migration success (e.g. Marshall et al. 2006). When 
predation pressure is high, body size effects may be more pronounced (e.g Janzen et al. 
2000a, b), whereas exceedingly dry conditions may force hatchlings to burrow for extended 
periods of time, thus altering the relative magnitude of size-dependent (e.g. small avian 
predators) and size-independent (e.g. desiccation) sources of mortality (e.g. Filoramo and 
Janzen 2002, Kolbe and Janzen 2002). At other sites or in other years, microhabitat 
characteristics such as vegetation density and slope may modify the relationship between 
hatchling traits and survival (e.g. Kolbe and Janzen 2001). Such discrepancies in 
experimental studies of selection on hatchling traits during terrestrial migration indicate that 
there may be no straightforward relationships. 
Implications for the evolution of hatching synchrony.—Although results from this study 
provide additional insight into the evolution and maintenance of hatching synchrony in 
turtles, they cannot strongly refute either the multiple origins or phylogenetic inertia 
interpretation of Colbert et al (submitted). Consistent with the inertia hypothesis, our data 
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provide a strong rejection that shortening development time to hatch synchronously reduces 
hatching success. In addition, we found no evidence that hatching early reduced fitness 
during terrestrial migration. Finally, although little is known about the distribution of 
hatching synchrony in turtles, the trait has now been identified in two distantly related 
species (C. pitta, megaorder Cryptodira, and Emydura macquarii, megaorder Pleurodira; 
Ernst and Barbour 1989), lending further support to a single, basal origin of this 
phenomenon. 
However, it is yet unknown whether selection acts against early-hatching individuals 
under realistic winter conditions, in which case retention of such a harmful trait would be 
unlikely unless adaptive in some way. Colbert et al. (submitted) proposed a potential benefit 
to synchronous hatching in C. pitta in securing optimal over-wintering sites within the nest. 
The location within the nest that offers the highest probability of survival should be near the 
bottom of the nest and surrounded by clutch-mates; the result of warmer temperatures and 
limited contact with ice nucleating agents (Costanzo et al. 1995, 2000, Hotaling 1985, 
Packard et al. 1997). Thus, the apparent drive to hatch synchronously may in fact be the 
drive to not hatch last (i.e., competition for the best over-wintering sites). All that can be 
said at this point based on our experimental results is that the origins and maintenance of this 
phenomenon are not inconsistent with phylogenetic inertia. Additional studies of hatching 
synchrony in other turtle families may allow such issues to be resolved. 
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FIGURE 1. General Incubation Protocol. The three basic steps employed to establish developmental asynchrony 
and promote shortened incubation periods of less advanced embryos are outlined above the schematic. 
Temperatures used (T~ and T2) depended on the treatment considered and 11 days indicates the period over 
which asynchrony was established. 
1) Divide Clutch 
T, 
2) Establish Asynchrony 3) Reunite at Common Temperature 
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FIGURE 2. Hatching success and survival of early hatching embryos versus their corresponding controls and/or 
sibs. Graph a) displays early-hatching turtles from the catch-up experiment (26M), their controls (26CM), and 
sibs (30NM); graph b) corresponds to suspected early-hatching turtles from the wait treatment (26N1V~ and their 
sibs (30M). Success and survival are reported as the fraction of individuals hatched or alive at the end of a 
given stage relative to the number in existence at the start of that stage. Treatments expected to suffer a cost are 
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FIGURE 3. Time required to reach the drift fence for early hatching embryos versus their corresponding controls 
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TABLE 1. Experimental groups, treatment designations, and clutch representation. Treatment abbreviations 
reflect the initial incubation temperature and group and movement status. Thus, 26CNM implies that the eggs 
were initially incubated at 26°C, belonged to a control group (C) and were not moved (NM). Similarly, 30M 
implies that the eggs were initially incubated at 30°C, belonged to an experimental group (lack the control 
group designation, C), and were moved (M) to their sibs' container at 26°C. The clutches column shows the 
number of half clutches assigned to each treatment. Experimental and control groups within each experiment 
have the same number of clutches because clutches were split between them. Each half clutch consisted of 
three eggs, yielding sample sizes ranging from 12 (30NM and 26M) to 24 (26NM and 30M). ~ Denotes groups 
known (26NM) or suspected (26M) to have hatched early and that exhibited reduced neuromuscular function 
(Colbert et al., submitted). 
Experiment Group Initial Temp. Moved Final Temp. Treatment Clutches 
Experimental 26°C No 26°C 26NM* 8 
Catch-up Experimental 30°C Yes 26°C 30M 8 
Control 26°C No 26°C 26CNM 7 
Control 26°C Yes 26°C 26CM 7 
Experimental 30°C No 30°C 30NM 4 
Wait Experimental 26°C Yes 30°C 26M* 4 
Control 30°C No 30°C 30CNM 5 
Control 30°C Yes 30°C 30CM 5 
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Table 2. Hatching success and survival over the winter and during the release experiment by treatment and sex. 
Success and survival are reported as the fraction of individuals hatched or alive at the end of a given stage 
relative to the number in existence at the start of that stage. The first four rows correspond to treatments in the 
catch-up experiment of Colbert et al. (submitted); treatment abbreviations are: hatchlings initially incubated at 
30°C and moved to 26°C (30M), hatchlings initially incubated at 26°C and not moved (26NM), control 
hatchlings initially incubated at 26°C and moved to 26°C (26CM), and control hatchlings initially incubated at 
26°C and not moved (26CNM). The last four rows correspond to treatments in the wait experiment of Colbert 
et al. (submitted); treatment abbreviations are: hatchlings initially incubated at 26°C and moved to 30°C (26M), 
hatchlings initially incubated at 30°C and not moved (30NM), control hatchlings initially incubated at 30°C and 
moved to 30°C (30CM}, and control hatchlings initially incubated at 30°C and not moved (30CNM). ~ 
Denotes treatments hypothesized to result in reduced survivorship 
Treatment Sex Hatch Winter Migration Total 
26NM* M 21/24 (0.875) 19/21 (0.905) 13/19 (0.684) 13/24 (0.542) 
30M M 23/24 (0.958) 21/23 (0.913) 11/20 (0.55) 11/24 (0.458) 
26CNM M 19/21 (0.905) 19/19 (1.0) 12/19 (0.667) 12/21 (0.571) 
26CM M 20/21 (0.952) 20/20 (1.0) 12/17 (0.706) 12/21 (0.571) 
30NM F 12/12 (1.0) 12/12 (1.0) 7/12 (0.583) 7/12 (0.583) 
26M* F 11/12 (0.917) 11/11 (1.0) 10/11 (0.909) 10/12 (0.833) 
30CNM F 11/15 (0.733) 10/11 (0.909) 4/9 (0.444) 4/15 (0.267) 
30CM F 12/15 (0.8) 9/12 (0.75) 0/8 (0.0) 0/15 (0.0) 
Total 129/144 (0.896) 121/129 (0.958) 69/114 (0.605) 69/144 (0.479) 
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CHAPTER 4: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The goals of this thesis were to (1) assess the adaptive significance of hatching synchrony 
as a predator avoidance strategy by investigating this phenomenon in a species where the trait 
should be absent, (2) establish the underlying mechanism of such synchrony if discovered, 
(3) assess the phenotypic consequences of altering incubation periods, and (4) ascertain how 
natural selection acts upon the phenotypic variation produced by synchronous hatching. 
Hatching synchrony did not occur, but contrary to group formation theory, I found that a 
catch-up mechanism operated to promote synchronous hatching. 
The implication of this result is that synchronous hatching serves some other adaptive 
purpose in ChYysemys pitta or, alternatively, that the trait is selectively neutral. Discovery of 
persistent performance costs appeared to rule out neutrality initially. Thus, I hypothesized a 
potential advantage for synchronous hatching in obtaining optimal over-wintering locations 
within the nest. However, reductions in performance were not associated with any 
concomitant loss of fitness detectable in this research, and no clear explanation for the 
presence of synchronous hatching in C. pitta was found. It is yet possible that competition 
for optimal over-wintering sites is responsible for either the origin of hatching synchrony in 
C. pitta or its maintenance. It is also possible that significant selection would be observed 
under naturalistic winter conditions, or that treatment effects would have been found during 
terrestrial migration had a longer migration distance been used or a larger sample size 
obtained. The strongest result in the selection study was that altering incubation period did 
not negatively affect hatching success, which at least rejects the hypothesis that an immediate 
cost to synchronous hatching exists. However, many questions yet remain. 
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Recommendations for Future Research 
As unsatisfying as it may be to have so many unanswered questions regarding the 
presence of hatching synchrony in the painted turtle and its origins in Testudines, there are 
now several clear lines of inquiry apparent where before there was hardly a question. Further 
investigations into the unlikely presence of synchrony in C. pitta may pursue several 
different avenues. First, it is critical to evaluate selection against altering incubation periods 
under realistic winter conditions. This could be accomplished using identical experimental 
methods as those employed in this research but simulating natural winter temperatures. 
Perhaps a better method would involve placing neonates in actual empty nest chambers in the 
field with temperature loggers at various depths. Once the hypothesis that shortened 
incubation periods negatively impact winter survival is adequately tested, a more appropriate 
evaluation of the terrestrial migration hypothesis could be attempted. Changes to the 
methodology employed in this study would certainly include larger sample sizes, but might 
also use longer migration distances. 
An evaluation of the potential adaptive value of synchronous hatching I proposed would 
also be appropriate, although likely difficult to accomplish. It might be possible to extract 
intact nests following oviposition in a large "core sample" to transport to the laboratory 
where manipulation of temperatures and behavioral monitoring is tenable. In addition, an 
assessment of the prevalence of developmental asynchrony and the likelihood of 
synchronous hatching in natural nests is necessary to determine whether our observations in 
the laboratory are realized in nature. Incubation regimes that more closely approximated 
conditions in natural nests could be informative in this regard. Specifically, one could 
incorporate thermal variance into incubation regimes, perhaps around three thermal means, 
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before reuniting eggs under a single fluctuating temperature until hatching (senus Mullins 
and Janzen 2006). This approach would likely make synchrony more feasible while 
dampening the dramatic performance costs observed in this study, yet provide a closer 
approximation to natural conditions. 
It is also necessary to perform similar experiments in other turtle species, which will 
generate insight into the prevalence of synchronous hatching in turtles in general and may 
illustrate other adaptive values of the phenomenon. Once more studies of this kind have been 
performed, additional insights may be gained via comparisons of synchrony potential both 
within and among species. Along those lines I offer a very general model that describes how 
and when synchronous hatching occurs and provides a theoretical framework for making 
such comparisons (Fig. 1). 
Constant Temperatures Synchrony (CTS) Model 
This heuristic model, from here on referred to as the constant-temperatures synchrony 
(CTS) model, makes four primary assumptions about the developmental scenario in natural 
nests. First, developmental rates differ between the top and bottom eggs in a nest until late in 
incubation, at which point developmental rates are equal. Developmental rates of "top" and 
"bottom" eggs should differ early in incubation due to temperature differentials within the 
nest, but should converge later in incubation when developmental rates are temperature 
independent (Yntema 1968, Andrews 2004). Second, a minimum embryonic stage exists at 
which hatching may occur, and a maximum embryonic stage exists at which hatching must 
occur, and the existence of these stages is independent of temperature. It seems logical that 
an egg cannot successfully hatch before the embryo is sufficiently developed, and results 
from the synchrony experiment indicate that fully developed C. pitta embryos cannot 
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postpone hatching either. This assumption is clearly violated by species capable of 
embryonic diapause (e.g. Ewert, 1991). The interval between these developmental points 
allows for incubation plasticity and synchronous hatching. Third, the minimum and 
maximum hatching stages correspond to minimum (earliest-hatching) and maximum (full-
term) incubation periods, respectively. Because of this direct correspondence, the lengths of 
plastic incubation periods are also temperature independent. The potential for hatching 
synchrony or asynchrony, then, relies solely on 1) the magnitude of the temperature 
differential and 2) the relative amount of time eggs spent at different temperatures during the 
temperature sensitive period of incubation. Finally, a characteristic synchrony potential 
exists in the form of a right triangle, the area of which is determined by the lengths of the 
intervals between the minimum and maximum developmental stages for hatching and the 
resultant minimum and maximum incubation periods (Fig. 1). 
The CTS model illustrates that hatching synchrony occurs when synchrony potentials 
overlap, a situation that would arise when temperature differentials within a nest are 
relatively small, the cumulative amount of time spent at different temperatures is short, or 
when synchrony potentials are relatively large. Synchrony potentials could also be used to 
derive incubation plasticity indices for any given species that satisfies the assumptions under 
standard conditions, and thus provide a means for comparisons. While the CTS model 
ignores details like differences in egg size, composition, and metabolic rate, evidence from 
this and other studies supports at least the first three assumptions of the model (Birchard 
2000, Birchard and Reiber 1995, 1996, Yntema 1968). Consequently, despite possible issues 
with quantification and interpretation of parameters, the CTS model is useful for visualizing 
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the trade-off between the advantages of hatching synchronously and the costs of altering 
incubation periods, and leads to several predictions regarding patterns in synchrony potential. 
Synchronous hatching and emergence should vary in importance according to the 
particular life histories of different species and therefore be reflected in the incubation 
plasticities. For example, the relatively large clutches of Emydura macquarii are subject to 
substantial environmental gradients and neonates emerge synchronously following hatching 
(Booth and Thompson 1991, Spencer et al. 2001), thus they should have a high incubation 
plasticity index. The smaller clutches of painted turtles also experience severe thermal 
gradients, but neonates remain in the nest following hatching, thus a smaller degree of 
incubation plasticity might be predicted. Alternatively, different populations of a wide-
ranging species may experience distinct nest thermal regimes, and intraspecific differences in 
incubation plasticity might be hypothesized. Such comparisons of synchrony potential could 
prove highly informative vis-a-vis the evolution of hatching synchrony in turtles. 
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Figure 1. Constant-temperatures synchrony model. On the y-axis is developmental stage, the x-axis is time, 
and the solid lines correspond to the developmental rate of eggs near the top (Rate 1) and bottom (Rate 2) of the 
nest. The model assumes that a minimum embryonic stage exists at which point hatching may occur and a 
maximum embryonic stage exists at which point hatching must occur and these stages are independent of 
temperature. The minimum and maximum embryonic stages for hatching correspond to early (E~ and E2) and 
full-term (T1 and T2) hatching times, respectively. The inflection point of the Rate 1 line indicates the onset of 
late development, when developmental rate is no longer influenced by temperature. The model assumes that a 
characteristic "synchrony potential" exists, the area of which corresponds to a species' incubation plasticity and 
therefore the likelihood of hatching synchrony under standard conditions. As no evidence has been found for 
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